Press release
Launch of www.ARG3NTUM.com: Bloxolid starts sale of its new silverbacked crypto currency / stablecoin.
Rotkreuz (CH), December 1, 2018
ARG3NTUM is now available at www.ARG3NTUM.com –
As announced in line with the publication of the ARG3NTUM whitepaper on 26 October 2018,
the new ARG3NTUM webshop is launched today. Crypto-interested silver investors and silverinterested crypto traders can now purchase the first cryptocurrency fully backed with physical
silver and made in Germany at www.ARG3NTUM.com.
With ARG3NTUM, Bloxolid offers a safe and inflation-free investment and payment medium that
works widely independently of banks and traditional currency systems. By combining physical
silver from the Royal Canadian Mint and other LBMA certified mines with the secure and
powerful Stellar Blockchain technology, Bloxolid has taken the first step to make physical silver
trading much more efficient. In addition to the more flexible tradability, the customers will also
receive a significant price advantage compared to traditional silver trading, i.a. by cutting off
middlemen.
ARG3NTUM customers can purchase any amount of physical silver from 1 gram in the form of
ARG3NTUM tokens via www.ARG3NTUM.com. The physical silver is stored in the Canadian high
security vaults of the cooperation partner Brinks, Inc. The required ledger addresses for the
purchase of digital ARG3NTUM tokens can be created directly via the new ARG3NTUM website
in just a few clicks. Each ARG3NTUM token always corresponds to exactly one gram of fine silver.
About Bloxolid
Bloxolid AG's mission is to combine real assets such as precious metals with innovative
blockchain technology to create a new class of safe and stable assets and currencies. Bloxolid
was founded in December 2017 and is currently establishing the first product called ARG3NTUM:
the first cryptocurrency fully backed by physical silver and made in Germany.
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